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1. How are crayons made? What are the eight 
main colors of crayons and markers?

The two basic ingredients for crayons are: 

● Pigement 
● Paraffin wax, stored in heated 17,000 gallon tanks

The mixture is heated until it melts into a liquid. The liquid is poured into a 
preheated mold full of hundreds of crayon-shaped holes. Cool water is used to 
cool the mold, allowing the crayon to be made in 3 to 9 minutes.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EwmxkaFvKG0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EwmxkaFvKG0
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The Eight Main Crayon Colours
1. red
2. yellow
3. blue
4. green
5. orange
6. brown
7. violet (purple)
8. Black.

Show me your crayons!



2. What are crayons made out of?
Crayons are made out of wax 



3. What happens to a crayon when it gets hot?
They melt 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EFrab3t8CYU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EFrab3t8CYU


4. Name a boy who had a coat of many colours
Guess the character?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MKW6ylouF1s

He was the son Jacob? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MKW6ylouF1s


5. Draw or colour a picture of Joseph's coat
https://sermons4kids.com/joseph_coat_gk.htm

https://sermons4kids.com/joseph_coat_gk.htm


6. Draw or colour a picture with markers/felt tips



7. Why do markers need a covers/cap?
Because they are made of alcohol and they will dry out without a cap. 



8. Where should you use markers? Where should 
you not use markers?
Markers should be only be used on paper for colouring 

They should not be used on the floors, walls, skin etc



9. Make a folder for your pictures and decorate the 
front with markers or crayons.



10. Draw or color two of the following with 
markers or crayons:

a. animal or birds

b. Jesus and the children

c. rainbow

d. your hand

e. your house



11. Know nine colors.
Shout the colours out!

Tell me an item that is that colour

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k-2X98IsdNY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k-2X98IsdNY
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